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Who killed the "S"-words? 

A Discourse on Adaptation: Reconceiving International 

Environmental Law without Spawning Obsoleteness 

WerDer Scholtzl 

The survival of the fittesl is the ageless law of nature, but the fittest are rarely the strong. The 

fittesl are those endowed witb tbe qualifications for adaptation, the ability to accept the 

2inevitable am! confonn to the unavoidable, to hannonize with existing or changing conditions.

Introduction 

The effects of globalisation challenge the structure of public international law. The events 

of September II, 200 I have given birth to vigorous dcbate concerning various issues of 

international law and in gcneral raised the question whether international law may be able 

to address the challenges posed by globalisation? Thus, public international law 

discourse illustrates that the main tenets ofpublic international is questioned by scholars. 

In an attempt to answer the challenges of globalisation several scholars argue that the 

basis of international law as found in sovereign statehood is withering away, Liberalist 

approaches propagate a "new world order'" where individuals and private groups are the 

fundamental actors in the international system5 Thus, globalisation functions as a 

decentralizing influence that diminishes the importance of sovereign states.6 Therefore 

BA cum lcrude U,B (PU for CllE), 1),-. jllr. (Leidcll University), Professor of Law, POlchefstroom 
Campus of the North-West Uni versity. 'This lecture was made possible through the generous 
funding of the Alexander von lfumboldl SIi{lung. I dedicate thIS lecture to my WIfe and parents. 1 
am forever grateful for Iheir love and support. 
D. E. Smalley in: J. Cook, S. Deger and L A. Gihson rhe 
J. Klabbers "(I Can't Get No) Recognition: Subjects Doctrine 
Actors" in Nordic Cosmopolitanism 1!),says in International 
Sec in this regard: A.-M. Slaughter A New World (2004) 
A.-M. Slaughter "A Liberal 'Theory oftnlemational Law" ASll, Proceeding.' ofthe 94~ Annual 
Meeflng, April 5-8 (2000) 240-253. 
A. van Staden & H. Vollaard "The Erosion of State Sovereil!.lltv: Towards a Post-lemtorial 
World?" in: G. Kreijen (cd.) Slate, Sovereignly, Inlernoliollal Governance (2002) 165-184 & 
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the end of sovereignly has been announced?ln terms ofthe latter approach sovereignty is 

seen as a relic orthe past that docs not fit in a globalising world. 

The challenges that global environmental degradation present, serve as a particularly 

good example. Sovereign states seem ill-equipped to address global environmental 

problems as the traditional conduct of states reflects the pursuit of national interests.s The 

preservation of nation-state autonomy is therefore more important than the pccvention of 

global environmental degradation. States have generally speaking been unwilling to act 

as guardians of the global environment. 1o In general sovereignty is oRen viewed as a 

barrier to the pursuit of a solution to global environmental problemsH 

Thus, it is the main aim of this article to establish how international law should respond 

to global challenges and threats relating in particular to global environmental 

degradation. Thus, this article will focus on the responses in tenns of international 

environmental law. The main purpose of this article will be pursued by discussing the 

"S"-words, which arc sovereignty and statehood. I shall indicate that although the "S"

words arc under attack, they still flourish. Accordingly, I shall explore whether it is 

possible to adapt the basic constitutional doctrines of public international (environmental) 

law on the basis of another "S"-word, which is solidarity_ 

M. R. Fowler & 1. M. Runck Law Power, and Ihe Sovereign Slale (t995) & S. Lee "A Puzzle of 
We.Hern International Law JournaI241~263. 
ereignty, and Globalizalion, and Human RighiS, EI Celera" (1999

Fordham UlW ReView l-t4. See also the response of Cohcu. 1. L. Cohen "Whose 
Snverel\)ntv? Empire Verxus International Law" (2004) Hlhics & Internmional Affairs )~24. 
P. Allott internallOnal and lnlernational ileyolulion: Iieconceivlng Ihe World (1989) 8. 

Non-governmental Organisations in the Development of International 
Environmental Law" [993) Chicago Kent htw Review 62. 
P Sands "The FJIViromnent, Community and International Law" (1989) Harvard Infernational 
Law Journal 393. 
U. Reyerlin "Staatliehe Souveranitiit lUld international. Umweltschutzkooperation: Gedanken Zur 
EntwickllUlg des Umweltv(ilkcn'echts" in: U. Beye-rlin el al (eds.) lIechl ZWischen Umbruch und 
Rewahrung F,,·tschriji jiir Rudolf Bernhardl (1995) 937. Sec also K Odendahl Die 
Umwe/tp/liL'hligkell der Souveriinillit Rekhweite und S('hranken terriJorialer S()'/.IveriiniUilsrechte 
uber die Umwelt und die Notwendigkeil eines veranderten Versliindnisses .'l1aallicher SouveriiniJal 

96if Sec also: M.1. Bowman "The Nature, Development 
rvilvro-rO;:ltv rnn('p-nl in International Law" 
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State interest is still Self -interest? 

States generally speaking pursue their own national interests. 12 The overriding "national 

interest" is national security and state survival. I} The interest of a nation may not he 

hencfieial to other states or the international society of states. US practice relating to the 

issue of climate change serves as a good example. '4 The Bush administration refused to 

ratify the Kyoto Protocol as the USA is of the opinion that a global solution to climate 

change necessitates the participation of developing states. It seems that the main rcason 

for the refusal of the USA to join the Kyoto regime was the assumption that this 

instrument was not in its economic best interest. l ; 

However, scholars opine that global environmental problems challenge the traditional 

international structure as the pursuit of mere national self-interest cannot address issues, 

such as climate change. It is proposed that climate change threaten the survival of 

mankind. Thus, the survival of humankind is the "common interest" of all states, which 

dictates co-operation and accordingly highlights the interdepemlcnce of states. II; 

12 In the context of jntematiollal relations theory, realist schools in general view the international 
system as an anarchic system which consists of sovereign states that pursue their own national 
in1erest. Realism provides important insights in stale behaviour in relation to environmental 
negotiations. D. Armstrong, T. Farrel and H. Lamoort Infernalional ILlw and international 
lielalians (2007) 270. See also See S. D. Krasner "tnternatiollal Law and International Relations: 
Together, Apart. Together?" (2000) Chicago .Journal ojlnlernational I.av.· 93-100. See. however, 
A-M. Slaughter, A. S. Tutumello and S. Wood "International Law and International Relations 
Thoo!)': A Nl'W ('Jeneration of tnterdisciplinary Scholarship" (\998) American Journal of 
Inlcrnalionall,aw 367-397. 
One may also assume that this is true rOf democracies as governments need the support of their 
constituencies in order to stay in power. 

14 Sec J. Brunnee "The United States and International Environmental Law: Living with all 

(2004) European .Iournal ojlnlernafional La.. 617-649. In July J997 the US Senate 
Resolution 98, which is known as the Byrd-Hagel Resolution. This resolution made it 

clear that the US would not be party to any climate change agreement that does nol impose 
"ions on developing countries, 

" Newspaper Company Bush HmisslO/1S PoliCies Upselling Allies Ahroad: US will Skip Talks 
on Global Warming The BOSlon Globe Mar 29 AO I found at 
http://www.heatisonline.org/contentserver/ objeethandlers/index.cfm?ido 3670&mcthod-ofull (Date 
of access: 6 August 2007). 

Interest' - Echoes from an 
Interest and lnternational Environmental Law" 
l?i!cht una ViJikerrechl 79 J-808. See also 

http://www.heatisonline.org/contentserver


"Common interest" is therefore the product of coinciding individual state interests, which 

means that it retlects egocentric, rather than altruistic features. 

If one accepts that we are moving towards a world where "common interest" becomes 

increasingly important, it means that states may need to pool together their resources in 

pursuit of the common interest. This would be illustrative of a state society that 

coopemtes in order to achieve common ends. Cooperative measures pursuant to the 

common interest may be indicative of a society of states that recognises individual 

vulnerability and collective interdependence. Thus, it may even be said that global 

environmental problems could serve as a catalyst to translonn the traditional state system 

preoccupied with nation self-interest to a system where common interest is of significant 

importanc~ for the survival of all humankind. 

Unfortunately, this is not as simple as it seems. Common interest does not reneet the 

altruistic interests of states, but the convergence of self-interest. Climate change is said to 

constitute common interest as it actually represents the convergence of nation interest, 

which is in this instance the survival of different states. However, climate change does 

not have the same detrimental impact on all states and it may even benefit some states. 17 

As common interest is actually the product of sell~interest it may mean that not all states 

share the common interest or do not pursue it equally. Thus, in this sense the interests of 

some states, such as island states, may not converge with the interest of states, which will 

not be affected in the same way by climate change. This may result in international 

inaction. IS Thus, governments may choose not to act in order to avert the future effects of 

climate change. This temporal component of state interest should not be ignored. In this 

sense it may be said that the common interest may not be as common as it seems. It is 

Internalional Law: Some Refleclions on its Normative Con lent" (2002) Zeitschriji fur 
au.rliindische.\' iiflentliches Recht und V{j]kurechJ 19. 

n Il'C:C Third Asses.,ment Rerurt Climate Chan!!e 2001: 
found at: .lillP.1~~.Y<:~l!lllcn.Q! 

" It is ofcourse true 
e(fcct on other states, which may even influence the 
structure. Climate change may result in Ute migration of environmental refugees. The problem is 
ofcourse Utat governments pursue short-tern I tangible lnterests. which means that they may act 
when it is too tatc. L M. Mintzer, J. A. Leonard and M. J. Chadwick Negolfating Climate Change: 
1he InSide Story ofthe Rio ConventlOlI (1994) I L 
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therefore questionable whether the convergence of state interest may indeed result in a 

truly common interest 

The new "S"-word for a new "S"-world: Solidarity 

It seems that, for the time being, states still pursue self-intcrest on the basis of state 

sovereignty. The convergence of this interest to form a common interest may not 

constitute an incentive for all states to adopt measures to address global environmental 

problems. 19 Does this mean that wc have no hope to combat global climate change? Is the 

traditional system of sovereign states not up to the challenge? Is mankind doomed? It is 

excusable to be pessimistic. The prognosis docs not seem to be positive. It is clear that 

some paradigm shift is required to induce global action on climate change. It is my 

opinion that solidarity should facilitate this paradigm shift. 

In terms of my understanding of , states have to be made rcsponsible for the 

external effects of their policies. 'Cbus, statcs should conduct their policies in a manner 

which takes into account the interests of olher statcs. In this sense they should avoid any 

action or actions which may cause substantial injury to other statcs. However, solidarity 

entails more than to refrain from actions that injure other states. It should be the aim of 

solidarity to guide actions that ameliorate inequalities between states. This implies that in 

aiming to realise a common goal some states may have to contribute more towards the 

promotion of an objective. Solidarity therefore dictates positive action, which is to the 

benefit ofa community afstates. 

Common interest may serve as a driving furce in the development of rules. Common interesl gives 
birth to the common concern of mankind concerning climate change. 

2() 	
R.SJ. M .cdonald "Solidarity in Ihe Practice alld Discourse of PubJic 'nlematjonal Law" (1995) 
Pace InJernalional Law Review 259ff Solidarity may be defmed as a "principle ofco-operatlon 
which identifies as the goal ofjoint and st."parate state action an outcome that benefits all states or 
at least does not gravely inlerl",e with Ibe illierests ofother states". Sec also R. Wol frum 
"Solidarity amollgst States: An Emerging SlnlClural Principle of .nlemational Law" in: P.-M. 
Dupuy, B. Fa£sbender, M.N. Shaw and K.-P Sornmcrrnan n (cds.) Viillrerrechl al.. 
Werlordnung Fe.<t.lChrififor ChrIStian Tnmuschat (1995) l087ff. 
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It is my viewpoint that the convergence of state interest and the resulting common 

interest is not enough. Solidarity must facilitate a paradigm shift. Thus, state sovereignty 

should be exercised on the basis of solidarity and not mere self-interest. This does not 

mean that slates will not be able to pursue self-interest, but that the promotion of state 

interest is influenced by the interests of not only other states but the collective interest of 

all states towards a common end. This proposal does not mean that solidarity constitutes 

the basic doctrine of public international law. This position is still taken up by 

sovereignty. Solidarity serves as a moral principle21 
, which replaces mere national 

interest. The actions of states, wbich are taken on the basis of sovereignty, are thus 

shaped by solidarity in order to answer to the cballenges ofa global world. 

What does this mean tor the current discussion? How can solidarity influence self-interest 

in an international system where states are the primary participants? The United Nations 

Secretary General's report of the High-Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Cbange22 

offers an interesting view on the issues of security, solidarity and sovereignty, and as 

such may be of value for the current discussion23 The core theme of the report is an 

appeal for a "new security consensus,,24 that will underlie a "new comprehensive 

collective security system,,25. The panel considered threats tbat face the world today. 

These threats relate to people as well as to states. Thus, the report illustrates a holistic 

view of international security that acknowledges that state security and human security to 

be entwined. The list of security challenges includes inter alia poverty and environmental 

degradation 26 

The report adds human security, in addition to state security, as an independent goal of 

the UN Charter.27 According to Slaughter it even subordinates state security to human 

11 

as " 
" and Sovereignty: The Grand Themes of UN Refonn" (2005) 

619-631. 
24 Part I. 

UN Report 21, Para. 28. " 2. Sec Part II onhe UN Report. 
n 

See the commenls ofSlaoghler on 623ft·. 
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security.2R Human security is a matter of collective security due to the fact that we live in 

an interdependent world whcre "threats are interrelated and a threat to one is a threat to 

all".29 Thus, ''No State, no matter how power[ul, can by its own efforts alone make 

invulnerable to today's threals".3U States may overcome these perils through shared 

responsibility?1 It is intcresting to note that the panel report in its discussion of 

"Sovereignty as Responsibility" aflinns the main tenets of the report of the ICISSJ2 

According to the panel "States not only benellt horn the privileges of sovereignty but 

also accept its responsibilities" in signing the UN Charter]] These responsibilities 

include not only the obligation of a State to protect the welfare of its own peoples, but 

also to fulfil its obligations to the wider international eommunityJ4 Thus, the report 

endows states with an instrumental value31 States exist to ensure the security of its 

citizens and meet its international obligations in terms of its shared responsibilities for 

collective human and state security. It is my opinion that in this regard state sccurity 

merely exists as a means to achieve human security. 

The above discussion has certain profound implications for international environmental 

law. States arc vessels in international law that need to secure the welfare of citizens in 

order to promote their human dignity. The interdependent nature of states has, however, 

made it impossible for States to achieve these means on their own. This is evident in the 

ease of global environmental threats, sueh as climate change. Weaker states mostly have 

21! Ihid. 

UN lIeport t9, Para. 17.
'" 3. '/21, Para. 24. 

(2005) American Journal ofInternational I.aw 625" J2 "Report ofthe International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty" 
Ine Responsibility to Protect (2001). See also Para. 135 ofthe Report of the SL'Crelary-General 
Larger Freedom: Towards Dcvclopmcnl, Security and Human Rights lor 
5912005). 

1.1 

UN Report 22. From a developing country perspective interdependence may sound like a " 
justification I{!C mere interfere."ce. This is also alluded to by Slaughter. See 62,1. It is indeed not 
impossibie that developed countries may misuse the existence of a commou threat to pursue sel f
interest Thus, it is necessary to have mechanisms to facilitate a balance between inlerference in 
order to secure human values and egocentric actions disguised as the latter. This question, 
however, does not r.,11 under the ambit ofthis diSCUSSIOn. 
The report reads that the Charter "seeks to protect alt States, not because they arc intrinsically 
good, but because they are necessary to achieve the dignity, justice, worth and safc1y of their 
citizens" UN Report 22, Para 30. It is therefore that Slaughter correctly argues that human 
security tnunps slate security. 

" 
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difllcu I ty in this rcgard. 11m3, all states h ave to cooperate in order to ensure that 

individual states may guarantee the security of their own citizens. This also means that all 

states have a shared responsihility for the security of citizens in other states. Thus, states 

may not merely focus on narrow-minded nation interest as their actions may have 

repercussions on the security of other nations and therefore on collective human security. 

This implies that the growing importance of the concept of solidarity is a result and also a 

response to threats that we are faced with in a glohal world. It is important to take note 

that these threats are not merely viewed as such because they constitute a threat to state 

security. The challenges constitute threats in and of themselves.36 This argument means 

that seJj:interest must gradually he replaced by real common interest through solidarity. 

This common interest rests on a common recognition of common threats, which cannot 

he addressed through mere self-interest. Thus, my view of common interest does contain 

elements of altruism as statcs may have to effect measures, which is not optimal for 

nation interest, hut secures human welfare. [t is of course evident that this form of 

common interest also includes self-interest. In conclusion, it may be said that the pursuit 

of national interest (state security) is in a process of change in order to respond to global 

environmental problems. Thus, adaptation of public international law on the basis of 

solidarity actually occurs as a rational choice31 or response to the threats of a global ising 

world. This means that circumstances induce states to alter their actions in response to 

glohal threats. These responses may in certain instances result in the amendment of 

international law rules.3S 

This is not to say that the change has occurrcd in full, but that states are reacting to global 

problems. State security is not of the same importance as it used to be. The importance of 

human security dictates a different approach: common threats may only he met hy a 

pursuit of a truly common interest, which may ensure the protection of human security 

and state security . 

.\n 
(2005) American Journal (~rjnlernali(}naJ Law 623, This vlc:wpoinl therefore goes 
tIl to merely recognise that state colJapsc may have an impact on other states. 

)7 
Sec in this regard: J.L. Goldsmith and E.A. Posner The Limlls ojln/erna/JOllai /,aw (2005).

J8 
tn general intcmationallaw is hased on the consensus of states, Thus, the rational responses of 
stat!.:!) may result in customary Jawor treaties, 
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system, which addresses existing inequalities in the international arena. This does not 

exist at present. Thus, the aspirational phase of these theories they may serve as a 

justilication for interventionist actions in other states'7 These interventionist actions may 

answer to the interests of more powerful states. 

Thus, it is my vicwpoint that one should rather investigate how international law should 

develop and adopt sovereignty in order to empower states to respond to global 

environmental needs? Sovereignty does not need to be declared a ghost of the past, but 

should ideally j{lrm the foundation for the protection of the interests of all of the people 

of the world, which constitutes humankind4s 

Sovereignty needs to undergo constant adaptation in order to live up to the challenges of 

a global world. Fortunately sovereignty is a dynamic concept of international law. The 

history of international law clearly illustrates that adaptation is not only possible, but 

normal. Nineteenth century international law gave birth to exclusivc sovereignty, whieh 

distinguished between civilized and uncivilized states49 Thus, it is fair to state that 

sovereignty served as an instrument of inequality. The UN Charler introduced sovereign 

equality in order to provide states with Jormal equality and the opportunity to participate 

in intemationallaw. The exclm,ive form or Westphaliall sovereign I) made way for a new 

version of sovereignty 50 a sovcrcignl\ can he rcpLiccd by another. This 

process implies COlltillUll). Sovereignty is a lkxiblc COI1!;Cpt that changes shape, without 

losing its essential dements. 

Sovereignty therefore doesn'l translate into absolute power and does not justifY resistance 

to measures aimed at the protection of the global environment. It rather entails 

47 Cohen fltllo InternatIOnal Affairs 14. 
4& See the f(eport ({the InternatIOnal Commission on Intervention and Slate ..\'overelgnty (IClSS) The 

Re.'pon.lJbdily /0 Protect (200t). 
49 See ch. 2 of A. ImperialIsm, Sovereignty and the Making ofInlernationall,av,· (2004) 
>e. It must be borne mind that Westphalian sovereignty only related to European states 

however, G. Sjmpson Oreal Powers and OUiJaw Stales. Unequal Sovereigns in the InternatIOnal 
11 Order (2004) 12. 
also N. Walker "L,te Sovereignty in the European Union" in: N. Walker (ed.) Sovereignty in" 

TranSItion (2001) 28. 
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Sovereignty still sovereign,?]9 

What docs the above discussion mcan relatioll [(, thc notion of sovereignty in 

international law'! 

It must be noted that sovereignty ami equality of states constitute the basic constitutional 

doctrine of public international law40 As such it may even be seen as a Grundnorm of a 

society of states.41 This important concept has been the focal point of much debate among 

international law scholars."2 for instance. argued that a deecntred cosmopolitan 

world order has emerged which renders discol:r'c ofsovereignty and the role of states 

irrelevant,43 Cohen rightly reJccts this thesis a nomlative as well as empirical 

perspcctivc44 It seems that cosmopolitan moral and Icgallheorists "arc eager to abandon 

the concept of sovereignty because it signitics 10 them a claim to power unrestrained by 

law,,45 Thc acceptance of a decenlrcd cosmopolitan world order may introduce an 

imperial project. The USA seems hostile towards the UN as well as international law and 

is the sole superpower oflhc world with unprecedented military power which it sees lit to 

invoke in order to enforce hum,m rights and democracy4G 

It is, therefore, my opinion that sovereignty still constitutes the basie conslitutional 

doctrine of public international law. Alternative proposals which may introduce a post

sovereignty international law are indeed very ambitious, but several problems arise in 

relation to iliis issue. It must be borne in mind Ihat a new liberal global llrder also needs a 

This part of the discussion is based on in the December 2008 edition of 
the Netherlands International I.aw ReVIew, titled 
Sovereignty and Glohal Environmental Challenges ,. 

Brownlie Public International low ~\'eltenlh l;:Jition 

" K.l Hoisti Taming lhe Sovereif.,Tf1s: Inttilwmna/ Change in International Politics (2004) 141. 
42 L. I!enkin Fordham lAw !leview I If. 

.. 4J Sec also TW. 48-75 . 
Cohen ""hIes overstates the existence of a global 

rights in the intemational order does not 
necessarily subslitute intt~m::l!i()n>ll sovcreiuntv. but rather supplements it. See also N, 
Schrijver "The Chi (1999) 1fle 13rJ1ish Yearbook of 
InternationalI.aw 65 

41 See II L Jackson "Sovereignly-Modem: A New Approach to an Outdated Concept" 
InternatIOnal SOl. 

46 
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responsibilities to protect and secure human values, such as a liveable environment lor all 

generations. Further, sovereignty is important in a world characterised by great disparities 

between rich and poor. The introduction of post-sovereign theories in such a system may 

be to the detriment of poorer states. For these states sovereignty is vital for survival as 

they need to deter potential "ceo-imperialistic" acts of richer slales.52 Thus, sovereign 

equality guarantees at leasl lbrmal cquality before the law'J and the possibility 10 deter 

unwanted interference. 

A perception exists, however, that sovereignty, and in particular pcmmnent sovereignty is 

used when developing states are intent on resisting inlernational pressure 10 protect their 

natural resources from overexploitationH Utilising sovereignly to resist cooperation in 

order to address global environmental problems is, however, reminiscent of Westphalian 

sovereignty and does not accord with the modem notion of sovereignty that should serve 

as the foundation of the protection orthe interests of individuals. Thus, developing states 

dare not use sovereignly as an excuse for inaction in the arca of international 

environmental law. The need to adapt the basic constitutional doctrine in order to respond 

to global environmental challenges, with recognition of the North-South divide in 

international law, has inspired me to develop the concept of "custodial sovereignty" 5; 

Basically, custodial sovereignty means that a state is the custodian of its global 

environmental resources, Other states have an expectation that the relevant state will 

protect its resourees for the whole of mankind. The other states have a duty to support the 

" countries fear that the global environmental agenda. which they perceive as an agenda 
It docs seem that the international 

developed countries that are plagued 
countries need economic growth and are to 

_ Ntatnbirweki 'The Developing 
Evolution of an Intcmntional Environmental Law" (1990/91) HaS/inKS Imer, 
Comparative l.ow Revww 907. The most notorious example of the issue of"eco-imperialism" is 
illustrated by the debate coneerning the deforestation of tropical rainforests. M. SanwaJ "The 
Sustainable Development of All Forests" (1992) lieview of{,'uropean Community and 
Inferno/iunol EnVironmental Law 289. 

5) 
Sec 

" 5l 

Biodiversity and 
Comnarative Hnviranmenlal Law 9M 3Q, This article merely introduced the concept in response to a 

My fonhcoming pubhcation in the Nelnerland\' Imerna/iana/IAw Review deals 
tenets ofthis eoncept 
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custodial state to fulfil its obligations. The custodial statc may exploit its resources, but is 

restricted by the expectation interests of other states. Underlying the notion of custodial 

sovereignty is two fundamental elements. The first element concerns the common 

(global) responsibility of all statcs for the protection of the global environmental 

resources 56 The second element concerns the diflcrcntiated responsibilities of states' 

contribution to the protection of these resources. 

Custodial sovcreignty finds practical application in differential treatment provisions, such 

as those relating to financial assistance and technology transfer in international 

environmental law57 These provisions may serve as evidence of the acceptance of the 

main tenets of custodial sovereignty. In this sense custodial sovereignty doesn't imply a 

radical alteration of accepted public international law. This concept illustrates the manner 

in which international law may rise to the occasion and adapt in order to answer to the 

challenges of our times. 

All about a stateless statc society. 

A further important question is how the above proposals have an impact on the vessels of 

sovereignty. 

The nommtil c rramcwork of inlc'rn;uiul1:ti inw may be traced bac!.. to lhe Peace of 

Westphalia. which provided the clllbtitutiol1al foundations for an emerging state 

systcm. 58 The birth 0 f' modem international law placed the state at the centre of the 

international stmcture and state sovereignty as the fundamental ordering principle of this 

system. States became the subjects of international law. In terms of the orthodox 

positivist doctrine of international legal pcrsonality only states arc subjects of 

I hereby lcicr to a renewable natural resource of which 
IOC;lltd 111 (he territory of a state, but whidl lS needed a 
Sec; ,. "Compliance Assislance in International Environmental 
ThlOllrJl and Ti..-ochnology Transfer" (1996) leltschrift ji'ir ousliindf.'i(.ire.1> h(fent!/{:hps 
ncc/i: lind hHkrrrcchf 7,)()~XO(J. 
1... (fa}"" ·'Thl:' Peace of W (,'ilphalia 1648-1948" (1948) American Journal oflnlcfna/umai Law 
20·4t 
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international law.S
" However, there has been an increasing acceptance of the legal 

recognition of other entities, sueh as international gOI'crnmcnlal organisations. But, in 

general international law has been, and primarilv still I'. ,laic 'l'ricnledf,c) 

States arc international legal subjects internal ional law "nJ as stich have a very 

important role to play. It may even be said that "the existence of the state facilitates 

international law, whereas the very structure of international law facilitates statehood".(,1 

Various scholars, however, doubt whether states are equipped to meet the challenges 

posed by global environmental degradalion.G2 Thus, public international law, which 

recognises states as primary legal subjects, is in accordance with this agreement flawed as 

the primary actors in international law arc unwilling or unable 10 pursue global 

environmental interests, 

Further, the identity of subjects of international law has been at issue among scholars('] 

Several scholars have announced that the importance of stales have diminished as non

state actors exhibit increased influence in the creation, implementation and enforcement 

of intemationallaw(" 

59 	 M.N. Shaw International J95ft: See A C. Cutler "Criueal Reflections 
on the Westphaliml Assumptions ofIntcrnationai Law and Organization: A Crisis of Legjtimacy" 

a/InternatIOnal Studies 133-150. 
6Q such as [he Holy St.'e, chartered companie.'1 and belligerents have, however, 

awarded cL"Ttain legal capacities. 
61 

62 

61 

64 	 o[Slaughter which propagates that individuals and private groups 
intermltionaJ system. 1t is, however, interesting to nole that 

........rture in the international taw structure. Slaughter 
main tenets for a future new world order. fn 
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II is therefore important to determine how to overcome the impediments that the state

centric nature of international law may present in the search for solutions to global 

envircnmental problcnl'. I do not think it viable to propose an order which is primarily 

occupied by non-slate actors. The question is rather how nOll-state actors (NOGs) may be 

accommodated III the international structure in order to strengthen international law. This 

also docs l1tlt l'IC1In that mlQ··,talc actors should dcsc",'c the same legal recognition as 

states. Legal ;ubjccil\ II)' ai,,, JI,es no! seem to imply that equal rights and duties are 

awarded a, Ihe subjects of' law in any legal system are not necessarily identical in their 

nature or in the extent of their rights, and their nature depends upon the needs of the 

community II 65 

The panacea for cllIren! global environmental problems in a state-centred system docs not 

lie in a proposal, which advocates the demise of statchood and the establishment of' a 

global civil socicty.6(' I have in a previous article vividly illustrated this point in relation 

to the divide between Northern and Southern NGOs."7 In general even the common 

interest of NOOs is defined by the needs of their own constituencies. Thus, this situation 

reflects the current environmental North-South divide that exists between states. 

Awardmg extensive rights to NOOs in the international arena may rnarginalise the 

interests of1he South further and leave them more vulnerable to the whims of the North. 

The proposal that states should not merely pursue state interest seems to be an utopian 

dream. But, is this at all viable and realistic? I shall introduce some form of harsh realism 

in order to explain myself I do not think that my suggestion is akin to a new era of 

Global Enlightenment. Nor do [ think that we have entered a phase where a community 

of states is sharing communal values, which may bring about the reign of effortless 

global achievements in the field of intemational environmental law. 1 agree with 

Koskenniemi that the international law system exists merely in a fonnal sense of a shared 

6) 
ofthe Umled Na(wns, Advisory Opinion, teJ 

(" and International EnvtfOnmcrHal Law· The 
Common IntL".st or Humanktnd is the I nleres! or Northern Mankind l " (2007) South African 
Yearbook ofinternatIOnal hlHl 247fl~ 
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vocabulary and a set or institutional practices that states usc for cooperation or eonniet'"! 

Thus, international law docs not embody some "autonomous ideal of authentic communal 

life". Law is therefore designed to promote each state's idea of the "Good". A global 

civilization pursuing a global autonomous good docs not exist yet. In this regard the 

realism of geopolitics needs to be recognized. It is most possible that a crcation of 

uniform values (or a global civilization shall be found on Western values, which may 

once again introduce the exclusion of non-civilized states in international law.G9 This 

project may lead to the dominance of non-Western states. The "new world order" agenda 

may present an unarticulated alternative to the current international law structure, which 

may impose unshared values on people. Thus, statehood is important to protect citizens 

from foreign imperialism and serve the distinctive interests of its citizens. In this sense 

statehood needs to serve human security. This means that where the support of statehood 

results in a failure to promote human security, statehood docs not serve its purpose. 

Sovereign statehood still survives as the basis of international law. Globalisation has 

brought about changes to which international needs (0 respond. It is important that 

international law facilitates the various role players in international law as to ensure that 

human security is promoted. This means that states are still primary actors in 

international law and as such must be endowed with intcrnationallcgal personality. The 

doctrine of international legal personality must be adapted as (0 accommodate a plural 

society of actors 70 However, states are the vessels that arc primarily responsible for the 

realisation of the distinct needs of its citizens in a context of shared, albeit also distinct, 

values. 

Conclusive remarks 

M. Koskcnniemi "The Politics DfInternatIona1 Law" in: 0.1 Sin1pslll1 Th(' ,ly'ulIfre (lj1nternalwnal 
Law (2002) 404fI 

" Sec R Falk Civilization: Nco-Libcfnl \'f 1 hunanistT in: A. andG 

'" 

2111 Century.' Ev,;,'ays 111 !lonuur o(Judf{e (Jln'o'rophcr 

approach of the Ie) in fnjurtf\' Su/1Ll'l"d m the SerVice oft"" UntIed 
Na/ions cast makes provision endow actors with rights and obligations that 
may differ from those awarded to states, 

70 
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It was the aim of this lecture to indicate in which manncr international law may respond 

to the challenges and threats of globalisation. I have alluded to the response of scholars, 

which find it necessary to rcplace the basic constitutional doctrine of international law. 

The attacks on the "S"-words (sovereign statchood) and caBs for a new world order may 

impose values or a powcrful state on the rest of the world and therefore introduce a new 

wave of 11l1pcrialism. It is my suggestion that international law is able to adapt to 

circumstances and risc to the occasion to meet the challenges of a global world. Instead 

of attacking the foundations of international law, it should be strengthened and 

developed. Another "S"-word comes to the rescue: solidarity. Sovereign statehood may 

be further developed on the basis of the principle of solidarity. Solidarity should be the 

"yeast" that ensures the adaptation of international (environmental) law to current 

challenges. The interests of states also change with the dynamIC circumstances that occur. 

Statcs adapt their beha\"iour order 10 pursuc changed interests. The vocabulary of 

international law is therefore ad.lpted In accordance with the changed interests of states. 

This implies that in thIS ilhtanec adapted international law is a product of the rational 

choice of states in the context of the current Zeitgeist. 

The responses to global environmental challenges vividly illustrate the adaptive nature of 

international environmental law. Climate change makes it imperative for all states to 

cooperate in order to solve this global problem. States still pursue state and human 

security on the basis of sovereignty. This form of sovereignty does not provide states 

with a justitication for inaction, but rather a responsibility towards its own citizens and 

also even to other citizens to pursue sustainable development. Sovereignty, however, 

protects stales from the imperial actions of powerful states and thus ensures that states 

may preserve the well-being of their own citizens. 

Thus, my proposals in this lecture ensure that we do not kill the "S"-words of 

international law in response to global challenges, but that we rather foster and llur1ure 

Ihem as to ensure a sustainable solution for humankind. 
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